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ACRYLICS: DEMO 2
TWO PEARS/TWO APPROACHES



USE YOUR 
COLOR WHEEL
COLOR MATCH TO THE 
OBJECTS YOU ARE PAINTING 
WHAT COLOR GROUP IS THE BEST MATCH



Limited palette: 3 primaries

Cadmium red 
medium hue


Cadmium yellow 
medium hue


Phthalo blue


Titanium white



Two approaches

#1-Left pear begins 
with a deep value 
eggplant hue


#2- The right pear 
begins with a color 
match to a deeper 
shade of orange



Value creates form
The pears are in the Orange hue 
range


Start with a darker shade of 
orange to begin your study


Notice the direction of your brush 
strokes (above left)


Use brush strokes to imply 
volume in your objects


Value creates form; be sure to 
paint a full range of value into 
your work





Add interest 

Paint in gradual layers 
from dark values to 
medium values


Add neighboring colors-
Analogous hues-for 
interest and dimension 
within those medium hues


Orange to red-orange, 
orange to yellow-orange, 
all the way to red-violet 
and blue-greens



Color Theory begs for 
harmony


Complimentary colors 
within a palette are 
essential for harmony


Use some degree of 
complimentary color in 
paintings


Harmony is an intuitive 
sense of balance, a sense 
of rightness or 
completeness



Helpful Hints
Mix with opacity (not as a wash)


Stay in the dark to medium values for a large percentage of 
your work


Avoid adding too much white to lighten your palette


A well placed dark next to a medium, will make the medium 
appear lighter


Use brush strokes that "chisel" and define a shape


Use complimentary and analogous colors to add dimension and 
interest to your paintings



The artist is a receptacle for emotions 
that come from all over the place: from 
the sky, from the earth, from a scrap of 

paper, from a passing shape, from a 
spider's web. Pablo Picasso


